


































-----Original Message-----
From: planning
Sent: 10 January 2022 16:03
To: Planning 
Subject: Comments on NYM/2021/1005/FL - Case Officer Mrs Hilary Saunders - Received from Mr Anthony
Jackson at Cross Farm House, Egton, Whitby, United Kingdom, YO21 1TZ

Comments to NYM/2021/1005/FL: Case Officer Mrs Hilary Saunders.
Received from Anthony Jackson Cross Farm House Egton YO21 1TZ: 
My main area of concern is regarding the designated site entrance and exit .This being at the North West Corner
Gateway of the site between Stoneleigh and Cross Farm Buildings.
I refer you to Planning Application No: 40320076A dated 03.12.1980 where one of the conditions of approval
for "Change of Use" of Cross Farm Buildings from "Agricultural" to "Light Industrial was that the North West
Corner Gateway was to be designated as "Emergency Access Only". It was to be a gated exit and to be signed
"Emergency Exit. This condition was directed by the then Highways Authority to safeguard highway users.
I am surprised to note that the response from the current Local Highway Authority in 2022  is that they have no
objections as the access from the highway is via a dropped kerb.
So visibility on what could be described as a "Blind Bend" is of no consequence even though there has been a



vast increase in traffic past the site entrance over the past 42 years namely as a result of the steam railway
development at Grosmont..
If the planned development of Cross Farm Buildings into a residential property goes ahead then the proposed
site access will be servicing two residential properties.
When Cross Farm Buildings were approved for change of use it was directed that access to the buildings was
via the entrance to the then existing abattoir.
I would like to put on record that I have no objection to the subject site being developed for a residential
property but the proposed access is totally unsuitable.
The current proposal seems to be the easy option where as if the development is to go ahead it needs some
thinking "Outside of the Box"

Comments made by Mr Anthony Jackson of Cross Farm House, Egton, Whitby, United Kingdom, YO21 1TZ
 Preferred Method of Contact is Email

Comment Type is Raise Concerns



From:
Planning

Subject: Comments on NYM/2021/1005/FL - Case Officer Mrs Hilary Saunders - Received from Mr Ian Woodcock at
IT Woodcock Consulting Limited, Dale View, Egton, United Kingdom, YO21 1TZ

Date: 31 December 2021 15:23:25

We have been mistakenly omitted from the list of neighbours, our land adjoins this application.  We want the
applicant to ensure that our hedge and boundary are fully respected but as no detailed boundary information has
been included  it is not possible to tell.  We would expect to be properly consulted on the plans for the northern
most boundary of the plot.

In addition, we would raise the issue of the danger of the site entrance being located on a blind bend.  This
junction is already quite dangerous and unless the triangle around Cross Farm is made one way it is potentially
a serious issue.

Ian Woodcock & Elizabeth Marsh
Dale View, Egton

Comments made by Mr Ian Woodcock of IT Woodcock Consulting Limited, Dale View, Egton, United
Kingdom, YO21 1TZ

Preferred Method of Contact is Email

Comment Type is No objections but comments
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